
MINDSONAR NEWS HIGHLIGHTS

Well done to Poland: the 24th Certification course in Poland is being held
currently, training fourteen new professionals. They have already
accomplished 16 hours of online training and they will undertake three days
face to face training when completing Certification in April.

Poland now holds an hour-long Zoom meeting every month,  interpreting
profiles using MindSonar case studies. Speak to Tomasz if you want to take
part.

Creative62 are working with MindSonar Global to create new social media
posts and images - speak to your distributor to know more about this
exciting venture.  This edition of MindSonarMe has another set of pre-
designed social media posts, see page 4. We have several more of these sets
in the pipeline.

.  

Hi Everybody! 

It's difficult to write any editorial today without
mentioning the Russian invasion of Ukraine. A brute
powerplay without any real justification, costing thousands
of lives. The Ukrainian people fighting a heroic battle
against a giant enemy. 

What Putin didn't count on, was the strong 'proactive' and
'towards' mindset of the Ukrainian people. They started
fighting immediately for their freedom. Also, the aggression
triggered a strong 'kinesthetic' and 'together' response
within the European Union. A uniquely united support is
now heart- and soul-felt for the Ukrainian people.

Jaap Hollander - MindSonar Founder
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Lucyna has been running the consulting and training company AUTONOMIA
CONSULTING in Poland for over 20 years. In professional life, she is guided by
systemic organizational thinking. She combines knowledge about the hard
aspects of the effectiveness of an organization according to the Theory of
Constraints with knowledge about the psychological laws of human
development.

Lucyna says, "MindSonar is a specific tool for supporting human development.
It helps to understand the causes of success and failure, giving tips for
change to achieve satisfaction in all areas of life."
Lucyna uses MindSonar at an organizational level in the recruitment process,
team building, and in creating an organizational culture consistent with the
client's vision.
Thanks to MindSonar, it is easier to have contact with personal power, taking
into account the diversity that surrounds us.  To learn more, click here

Meet Lucyna Lawniczak  

Answering questions using motivating responses and matching the
recipient is an important function in presentations and coaching. You
have probably heard of the six serving men. These are key questions:
Who? What? Why? How? When? Where? Let's break them down to
metaprogramme responses:

Why: concept, essence, reason
What:  structure, framework, resources, relationship, detail
How: action, impact, activity
When: past, present, future
Where: position in relation to others
Who: people

Try answering people in the language they use and watch the response.
 

MS APPLICATIONS: QUESTIONS   
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Graves Drive: Red. It is for me to determine
everything, I am the ultimate boss.
Surrounding cronies: Orange drive. We
(thanks to our Great Friend) have success.
Ethics are for ordinary people, not for us.
Proactive & away from criticism, humour
and independent thought.
Maximum internal reference.
Solo.
Kinesthetic mismatching of opponents to
the extent of torturing and killing them.

  
The Dictator's Mindset
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By Jaap Hollander 

Thinking ‘in options’ means that you like to explore many different
possibilities. The counterpart to options thinking is thinking ‘in
procedures’ - sticking to a step-by-step plan. Most people in
coaching, consulting, et cetera, are fans of options thinking. Options
are creative. Options thinking makes new things possible. Procedures
are for book-keepers and menial workers….

Thinking in options, however, can have its downside too. Shelle Rose
Charvet, for instance, has pointed out that thinking in options can be
quite stressful when you are being admitted to a hospital, and you’re
going over all the different possible illnesses you might have…. One
group that can testify to the dangers of options thinking, is the
Amsterdam mob. Although, ‘testify’ is probably not the right word
here… Thinking in options wiped out a significant part of the
Amsterdam mafia. How did this happen, exactly? Read more here

Article
HOW OPTIONS DECIMATED THE

AMSTERDAM MAFIA  
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RECOGNIZING MINDSET

Download back issues of MindSonar Me here

https://www.mindsonar.info/how-options-decimated-the-amsterdam-mafia/
https://www.mindsonar.info/mindsonar-me/


PREDESIGNED SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS
New set every month - Left click to download - Translation? Talk to your
Distributor - Let Ian know how you like them.
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